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Charles Hurst Ferrari are excited to present a remarkable
opportunity to own a piece of Ferrari's prestigious legacy: our
Approved Ferrari 296 GTB. This model exemplifies the pinnacle
of luxury and performance, designed for the discerning
enthusiast who seeks both thrill and elegance. The exterior is
finished in Rosso Imola, a colour from Ferrari's historical range.
This striking finish ensures that the car makes a statement
without saying a word. The colour is complimented by carbon
fibre details, such as the front spoiler, under door covers and
rear diffuser. The brake calipers are painted in aluminum on this
example which make the car look subtle but sleek. The Scuderia
shields are present on both wings. A highlight feature on this car
are the surround view cameras which can be seen on the front
bumper, both wing mirrors and housed in the rear diffuser.
Inside, the cabin is adorned with premium leather and state-of-
the-art amenities, providing supreme comfort and a luxurious
feel. From opening the door you can see the beautiful finish of
the carbon kick sill. This is further enhanced with the carbon
steering wheel with shift LEDS and dashboard inserts. Some
standard features include passenger display, heads up display
and virtual display. As part of our Ferrari Approved program, this
296 GTB has undergone a series of detailed checks and balances
by our Ferrari-trained technicians to ensure it meets our rigorous
standards. The program guarantees that every element of this
car, from its performance to its appearance, is in impeccable
condition. At Charles Hurst Ferrari, we pride ourselves on
offering more than just a car; we offer a gateway to a unique
lifestyle. Purchasing from us means gaining access to exclusive
events and a community of passionate aficionados. We also
provide tailored financial services to facilitate your acquisition of
this extraordinary machine. Experience the allure of Ferrari with

Ferrari <Undefined> 296 GTB 2Dr Auto | 2023
ONE OWNER / FRONT PPF

Miles: 5040
Fuel Type: Petrol
Transmission: Automatic
Colour: Red
Body Style: Coupe
Reg: SF23FKU

£232,499 
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this impeccable 296 GTB. Visit Charles Hurst Ferrari and let us
help you embark on a journey of passion, prestige, and
unparalleled performance

Vehicle Features

Air Conditioning, Alarm, Alloy Wheels, Auto lights, Bluetooth
Connection, Bluetooth Music Streaming, Climate Control, Cruise
Control, Digital cockpit, Electric Door Mirrors, Electric Seats,
Front & Rear Parking Sensors, Heated Seats, Keyless Entry,
Keyless Start, Launch control, LED Headlights, Parking Sensors,
Power Steering, Rain sensor wipers, Satellite Navigation, Xenon
Headlights
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